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One inevitable challenge for the reliable detection and interpretation of early biological traces
in the Precambrian record using lipid biomarkers is to corroborate their unambiguously
indigenous origin within the host rock (e.g. Brocks, 2011). Support can derive from
investigating consistencies between biomarker occurrence/absence and the thermal history
that the rock experienced (e.g. French et al., 2015). But such an assessment may be
complicated past the stereochemical equilibrium point of polycyclic terpenoids or when
diagnostic compounds are progressively destroyed by cracking at high levels of thermal
maturation (e.g. Peters, 1999). In comparison to most other hydrocarbons, diamondoids are
highly stable and resistant to both thermal and biological destruction. Diamondoid-based
parameters have hence been applied to evaluate the thermal evolution, the extent of cracking,
as well as mixing of oils and condensates (e.g. Dahl et al., 1999; Chen et al., 1996), source
rock facies (e.g. Wei et al., 2006; Schulz et al., 2001) and the degree of biodegradation (Grice
et al., 2000). Since they are often present in appreciable abundances in rocks of upper oil
window, or higher maturity, diamondoids ideally lend themselves as a rapid screening tool:
the ‘quick & dirty’ workup of small sample abundances may reveal the thermal maturity and
bitumen abundance in a rock, thereby hinting towards its suitability for more comprehensive
and clean biomarker studies (NB: many thermally mature old rocks do not yield a sufficient
S2 peak during Rock-Eval pyrolysis to use the Tmax value for the same purpose). But despite
the consensus that thermal maturity controls diamondoid ratios at some extend, additional
influencing factors exist (e.g. mineralogy) hindering the development of a universal
calibration that reliably links them to other, more common thermal maturity schemes such as
%Rc or the stability field of polycyclic terpenoids (e.g. Li et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2006).
We have investigated the abundance of diamondoids and derived indices based on a set of ca.
80 Proterozoic rock samples (ca. 550 to 1000 Ma) from drill cores and outcrops, covering
diverse lithologies and depositional settings from eight sedimentary basins with a wide
geographical distribution.
Preliminary results show a range of maturity estimates based on methyladamantane and –
diamantane indices (MAI, MDI) equivalent to estimated Rc values of 1.1 to >1.9% and which
only partially co-vary with abundances of biomarkers. To shed more light on this
relationship, results are compared to additional maturity parameters based on Rock-Eval
analysis, methylphenanthrene ratios and aromatic steroid based parameters. We will discuss
deviations from linear calibrations in terms of age, lithology, depositional facies,
biodegradation and evaporation and attempt to provide a correctable universal calibration of
diamondoid hydrocarbon abundances and parameters, allowing a reliable estimate of thermal
maturity and biomarker preservability on the basis of rapidly analysable diamondoids. This
study will hopefully shed more light on some accounts of ‘suspicious’ biomarker absence in
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rocks within a seemingly suitable window of thermal maturation and provide an improved
tool for fast determination of bitumen thermal maturity.
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